MANAGED SPILL
KIT SYSTEMS
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YOUR COMPLIANCE
OBLIGATIONS:

U Three standard sizes
U Wall-mounted
U Unique viewing windows ensuring stock
is available at all times

U All kits contain absorbent materials,
PPE and disposal bags

U Customised ‘grab and go’ items
U Fully stocked and refurbished at each
ALSCO service

U ALSCO Managed Spill Kit Systems meet
Resource Management Act Guidelines*

* The RMA (Resource Management
Act 1991) and subsequent environmental court rulings confirm three
important points:
1. Companies and individuals are
legally responsible for dealing
with any foreseeable incidents
that may occur while carrying out
their activities. They have a legal
duty to avoid, remedy or mitigate
any harm to the environment
resulting in their activity.
2. If daily activities include the
use, storage or transport of any
substance capable of causing
environmental harm, it is
foreseeable that a spill of that
substance will occur at some
time.
3. If companies and individuals
can demonstrate that they were
adequately prepared to deal with
a spill and took all reasonable
steps to clean up following an
incident to minimise any harm
to the environment, they are less
likely to be punished by the court.
For more information go to
http://www.legislation.govt.nz/act/
public/1991

ALSCO Managed Spill Kit Systems
U

Kits are fully maintained for a flat
monthly fee. At each ALSCO service
the Spill Kit is completely checked
and restocked.

U

We maintain content readiness with
quality Absorb-X® Spill Pads, Spill
Containment Socks, Spill Cushions
and Spill Particulate.

U

Modules, PPE (gloves, apron, safety
glasses), a brush/tray set and
disposal bag feature in all kits.

U

Each service is recorded with a date
and signature on a service sticker
inside the door of each cabinet, and
is tracked in our system.

U

Complementary services include a
Site Spill Kit survey (to establish
where on site kits should be located),
and an assessment of your current
kits/products to establish their
suitability.

U

Staff training can be arranged.

Absorb-X®

Organic products that work!
Absorb-X features a non-leaching organic fibre, biodegradable
and self-regenerating in its natural state. An extremely effective,
lightweight, environmentally-friendly oil and chemical absorbent.
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For more information on Alsco Managed
Spill Kit Systems phone 0800 4 ALSCO
(0800 425 726) or visit us online at
www.alsco.co.nz
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